Equivalent mutants (EM) issue is a key challenge in mutation testing. Many methods were applied for detecting and reducing the equivalent mutants. These methods are classified into four classes: equivalent mutant detection, avoiding the generation of equivalent mutants, higher-order equivalent mutants, and suggesting equivalent mutants. Higher-order mutation testing (HOMT) is considered the strongest employed technique in avoiding the generation of equivalent mutants and reduction of their number. In this paper, a combination of HOMT especially second-order mutation testing (SOMT) and dynamic symbolic execution (DSE) techniques are applied for the automatic detection and reduction of the equivalent secondorder mutants. First, SOMT is used to reduce the number of equivalent mutants. Second, DSE technique is applied to classify the SOMs and detect EM. To assess the efficiency of the proposed technique, it is applied to some subject programs and the results of this technique are compared to the manual results and those of related works. The results showed that the proposed algorithm is more effective in detecting and reducing the number of EM. It detects 94% from the equivalent mutants that have manually analyzed. This percentage is a high percentage comparing with previous studies. Besides, the DEM-DSE technique detects 100% of equivalent mutants for 9 of the 14 subject programs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mutation testing (MT) depends on the idea of generating one or more mutated versions for the source program to use them in estimating the quality of the test suite. Mutation testing was founded in the 1970s by DeMillo et al. [1] and Hamlet [2] . It is classified into two types: first-order mutation testing and higher-order mutation testing [3] , [4] .
The mutant (faulty program) may be a first-order mutant (FOM) or higher-order mutant (HOM). A FOM is generated by creating only one error in the source program while a HOM is generated by creating two or more errors in the source program. The source program and the mutated versions are executed by a test suite. If the output of the source program is dissimilar to the result of the faulty version (mutant), this mutant is called a ''Killed'' mutant. Otherwise, it is called an ''Alive'' mutant which may be killed or equivalent one. Error creation is made by applying the mutation operators to the source program. Some of the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Porfirio Tramontana . mutation operators produce mutants semantically similar to the source program which called equivalent mutants. These mutants cannot be killed and a lot of human effort is required to detect these mutants.
Although MT is a highly effective technique to evaluate the quality of the test cases, it suffers from some problems such as equivalent mutant problem, realism problem, and generating a large number of mutants. One of the most difficult problems in mutation testing is the EM problem. EM is a mutant that cannot be killed by any test case. In recent years, there are many proposed techniques are applied to detect and reduce the number of equivalent mutants. Madeyski et al. [5] classified EM problem techniques into three groups:
• Techniques for the detection of equivalent mutants such as compiler optimization [6] , [7] , mathematical constraints [8] , program slicing [9] , and laser model checker [10] .
• Techniques to reduce the number of equivalent mutants such as selective mutation [11] , program dependence analysis [12] , co-evolutionary [13] , and higher-order mutation testing [3] , [5] , [14] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ • Techniques to suggest the equivalent mutants such as Bayesian-learning based guidelines [15] , the impact coverage [16] , and dynamic invariants impact [17] .
SOMT approaches [3] , [4] and HOMT approaches [5] are considered significant solutions for the mutation testing problems. SOMT depends on generating second-order mutants (SOMs) that are created by adding two faults into the source code. HOMT depends on generating higher-order mutants (HOMs) that are created by seeding two or more errors in the source code. SOMT techniques specially and HOMT techniques generally [3] , [4] , [18] are considered the most significant techniques for solving the EM problem. These techniques combine two or more FOMs to generate SOM or HOM which reduces the number of mutants by 50% or more and also decreases the number of EM. In addition, Gong et al. [41] proposed a technique for reducing the number of mutants by considering the dominance relation between mutant branches. The results showed that this technique reduces 80% of mutants on average.
Bearing these ideas in mind, the current study aims to solve the EM problem through detecting and reducing the number of second-order EM. For this reason, this paper proposes a new technique using the SOM testing techniques [18] and the DSE techniques [19] , [20] . Firstly, SOMT is used to reduce the number of mutants that helps to reduce the number of EM. Secondly, the idea of the DSE is used to execute the tested program and its mutants with initial random test inputs and using symbolic values for these inputs in parallel to collect some information for each of the tested programs and its mutants. Such information is represented in the variables operators, executed code lines, constraint paths, and program output. This information helps to classify the mutants and detect the equivalent mutants.
Detecting equivalent mutants in this work depends on executing the source code and its mutants concretely and symbolically at the same time (which called DSE) and then compare between them through the information that collected about them during that execution. This technique considers the mutant surely ''Killed'' when the information is different and the mutant is reached. Otherwise, the mutant may be called ''Equivalent'' or ''Strong''. To determine that the mutant is surely ''equivalent'' or surely ''strong'', the technique re-executes the source code and the mutant with a large number of test data.
Testing the software application may be executed concretely by using random input values or symbolically by using symbolic values that generate constraint paths which are solved to generate new concrete values. The DSE is a hybrid software verification technique where executes the symbolic execution along concrete execution. DSE testing executes a program starting with some random or given input, collect symbolic constraints using symbolic values along the execution on inputs at conditional statements, and then uses a constraint solver to generate the new test inputs. Most of the previous EM detected problem techniques [21] , [22] can detect EM by percentage 45% to 70%. On the contrary, the proposed technique can detect about 94% from EM that analyzed manually.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III presents the main idea of DSE. Section IV presents the proposed technique for detecting equivalent mutants. The discussion the setup of the experiments and their results are presented in Section V. The conclusion of the paper is presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The equivalent mutant (EM) is created once the behavior of the mutant is identical to the source program and there is no difference between them. Tables 1 and 2 give examples of equivalent FOMs and SOMs. Detecting EM needs high-quality test cases and more human effort. The quality of any EM technique depends on its ability for detecting most EM that analyzed manually. The greater the number of EM detected, the greater the percentage of mutation score.
The process of detecting EM manually is very expensive and takes a long time. Therefore, various approaches have been proposed to detect EM automatically. In the last twenty years, the number of studies that were proposed to solve the EM problem became increasing. These approaches are classified into three classes as mentioned above. The most effective techniques for overcoming EM problem are SOMT [5] , [23] in particular and HOMT [24] , [25] in general. SOMT or HOMT techniques could decrease the number of mutants and reduce the number of EM.
In 1979, a study proposed by Baldwin and Sayward [6] detects EM by using a compiler optimization technique. This approach [6] presented different types of compiler optimization rules to detect EM. This approach detected that 10% of all mutants were EM for 15 tested programs.
Offutt and Pan [8] , [26] , [42] used constraint solving for detecting EM. These approaches [8] , [26] , [42] formulated the EM problem as a constraint problem, analyzed the path condition of a mutant, and solved the constraint to detect EM. If no solution is found then EM is detected. The Empirical results of these approaches showed that using constraint technique able to detect EM in percentage 47.63% for 11 subject programs. The same technique was used by Nica and Wotawa [43] to detect the EM in percentage 40%.
The program slicing technique was used to detect EM [9] . The program slicing technique [9] isolated the components of a program. These components are the computation of a single variable or set of variables. Detecting EM is achieved by the generation of a sliced program.
The study proposed by Grun et al. [16] determined the impact of mutants during the execution to detect EM. The impact of a mutant was measured using code coverage and was represented as the difference in the program behavior between the mutant and the original program. Schuler et al. [27] used the impact coverage to distinguish between the equivalent mutant and nonequivalent mutant. This approach was applied to seven tested programs to test its efficiency. The percentage of EM ranges from 25% to 70%.
In 2012, a new dynamic method called isolating equivalent mutant [23] was proposed to classify mutants to possibly killable or possibly equivalent mutants. This technique based on using SOM testing to classify the FOMs as possibly killable or not.
Kintis [37] and Orzeszyna [38] discussed in detail the proposed methods to handle the equivalent mutant problem.
III. DYNAMIC SYMBOLIC EXECUTION
So far, there are many techniques used to test software applications such as random testing techniques [28] , [29] , symbolic execution techniques [19] , and search-based techniques [33] - [36] , [39] , [40] . The DSE [20] is considered a combination of random testing and symbolic execution techniques [19] , [29] . In random execution, actual values are used to execute the program. While in symbolic execution, symbolic values are used instead of actual values to execute the program. In recent years, the symbolic execution [19] and DSE [20] techniques are used in software testing for generating high coverage test suites and for detecting the errors in software applications. The DSE [20] is considered a combination of symbolic and concrete execution where executes the program with initial random inputs and using symbolic values for these inputs in parallel to collect the symbolic constraints after that DSE solves these constraints to generate new test input. Figures 1 and 2 provide examples of using random testing, symbolic execution, and DSE to test a simple java source code. Figure 1 gives a Java source code where the method F takes two inputs H and G and calculates the output K. Figure 2 describes how can each of random, symbolic, and DSE techniques test the source code given in Figure 1 . Suppose the created random values for F(G, H) are G = 5, and H = 10; then random testing technique will cover the true branch as given in Figure 2 (a) and the output will be k = 50.
Suppose the symbolic values for F(G, H) are G = a, and H = b; then symbolic execution technique will find to constraints: PC1: a < b for the true branch and PC2: a >= b for the false branch as given in Figure 2 (b). These constraints can be solved by a constraint solver to find the actual values.
For applying DSE, the program is executed concretely and symbolically as given in Figure 2 . Then, the symbolic execution generates the path constraint a < b for the path that was executed randomly. Consequently, DSE negates this path constraint and solves the new path constraint a >= b to generate new test input values. to generate the SOMs, and applies the idea of DSE [20] to detect the equivalent mutants.
IV. OUR PROPOSED TECHNIQUE (DEM-DSE)
DEM-DSE technique is performed as follows. Firstly, Gen-SOMs Algorithm given in Figure 3 generates the FOMs for the java tested program using MuClipse tool and then applies the SCWR Algorithm [18] to generate its SOMs. It receives as input the source program and it gives as output its SOMs. SCWR Algorithm [18] has two features; it reduces the number of the mutants to about 60% comparing to FOMs and also reduces the number of EM mutants to less than half compared to FOMs.
Secondly, DEM-DSE algorithm given in Figure 4 which receives as input the source program and its SOMs, then instruments the source program and its SOMs using symbolic values.
Thirdly, the instrumented program and the instrumented SOMs are executed with initial test inputs which are created randomly to collect some information for each of them. This information is represented in the following: the covered operators, the path constraints, the executed code lines, the output of the program or SOM, and reachability for each mutant [31] . To classify the SOMs, the information of the source program and the information of each SOM are compared correspondingly. Finally, the DEM-DSE technique classifies the mutants according to the following set of rules.
• Rule 1: if M is a killed mutant according to operators only then M is an equivalent mutant (EM).
• Rule 2: if M is a killed mutant according to all conditions (output, path, operators, and constraints) then M is a naïve mutant.
• Rule 3: if M is a killed mutant according to output only or output and any other condition then M is a normal mutant.
• Rule 4: otherwise M is a strong mutant. A mutant is operators, constrains, executed path, or output based-killed if the executed operators, executed path, executed constrains, or output of the source program is different from the corresponding of the mutant.
The mutant is equivalent if it is killed by the operators only (Rule 1) (e.g., FOM#1 and SOM#1 given in Tables 6(A) and 6(B), respectively). The mutant is naïve if it is killed by all the four methods (operators, constrains, executed path, and output) (Rule 2) (e.g., FOM#33 and SOM#2 given in Tables 6(A) and 6(B), respectively). The mutant is normal if it is killed by output with or without another method (Rule 3) (e.g., FOM#3 and SOM#3 given in Tables 6(A) and VI(B), respectively). Otherwise, the killed mutant is called a strong mutant (Rule 4) (e.g., FOM#2 (killed by operators and constraints). Although the classification based only on the rules (1-4), to be sure that an ''alive'' mutant is surely ''strong'' or surely ''equivalent, we execute this mutant with more and more test cases that are randomly created. These test cases can be generated using any other technique such as evolutionary algorithms [39] or genetic algorithms [34] , [36] , [40] .
The details of the proposed technique and the experimental study are discussed in the following section.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
This section gives the details of the conducted experiment to assess the proposed DEM-DSE technique for detecting equivalent first and second-order mutants (EFOMs and ESOMs). Figure 5 shows the architecture of the DEM-DSE technique, which consists of three modules: FOMs generation module which applies MuClipse [30], SOMs generation module which applies SCWR Algorithm [18] , and SOMs classification module which applies DSE [20] .
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) SUBJECT PROGRAMS
In this experiment, a set of Java programs was selected from the previous studies for conducting the experiment to evaluate the proposed technique. This set contains two forms of programs, small-sized programs which consist of one class such as Triangle, Mid, Remainder, CalDay, Maxim, CPrime, Bub, Bisect, Power, and Doubly-Linked-List; and large-sized programs which consist of more than one class such as Commons from which WordUtils and NumberUtils classes are selected, Joda-time from which DateTime class is selected, Pamvotis from which Simulator is selected, and Xstream from which Xstream and Quick Writer are selected. Table 3 presents the subject programs details: the ''Subject Program'' column represents the program title; the ''Reference'' column represents the studies that used these set of programs; the ''Scale'' column represents the number of classes, and code lines in each subject program, and ''# Test Cases'' represent the number of test cases used to test the programs. Portion of the test cases is created randomly and the others are created using the DSE technique. Whereas, the initial test cases are created randomly and the rest test cases are created by solving the collected constraints.
2) MUTATION TOOL
In the experiment, the MuClipse tool [30] is applied. MuClipse is a mutation testing tool for Java programs. MuClipse tool depends basically on the implementation of the MuJava tool [32] that is a very popular mutation testing tool. MuClipse tool helps the testers in generating the mutants and running the tests against these mutants.
MuClipse tool [30] uses two mutation operator types to generate the FOMs. The used mutation operators are Class-Level and Traditional-Level operators. The tradi- tional operators only are used in the experiment because the proposed algorithm compares the operators that were used in the tested program and its mutants that are represented in six types of Traditional-Level operators. The Traditional-Level operators' types are (see Table 4 ) as follows: Arithmetic operator, Relational operators, Conditional operators, Shift operators, Logical operators, and Assignment operators.
3) EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE
The experiment was performed as follows:
1) Set the configuration of mutation operators feature of MuClipse to Traditional-Level operators; then apply it on the tested program to generate FOMs. 2) Apply the SCWR Algorithm [18] on the FOMs to create SOMs. 3) Run the DEM-DSE algorithm to classify the mutants and detect EM automatically considering the four proposed rules (Rules 1, 2, 3, and 4). 4) To assess the effectiveness of the proposed technique, the results are compared to the manual results and also to the results of the related work [21] . In the following, an example is given to illustrate the experiment procedure and the algorithm on each of FOMs and SOMs.
First, let the tested program is a Java program which reads three integers and finds the maximum value as given in Figure 6 (a). This program needs three inputs to be executed.
Second, the MuClipse tool is applied to generate FOMs as given in Figure 6 (b) and then generate SOMs by the SCWR Algorithm [18] as given in Figure 6(c) .
Third, the DEM-DSE algorithm is executed on the tested program example, FOMs and SOMs. To classify the mutants to ''alive'' or ''killed'' the DEM-DSE technique collects some information which are variable operators, executed code lines, constraint paths, program outputs for each input that satisfies the reachability condition [31] . The technique classifies ''killed'' mutant into ''naïve'', or ''normal'', and the ''alive'' mutant into ''equivalent'', or ''strong''. This classification depends on the collected information during the execution of the tested program, FOM, and SOM. For example, let the inputs of the tested program example given in Figure 6 12 According to the output, code lines, and constraint (post-decrement operator -in ''b <= max-'' and ''b > max-'' are neglected because they don't change the constraint) FOM and SOM are alive mutants which may be equivalent mutants or strong ones. According to operators FOM and SOM are killed. Therefore, FOM and SOM are equivalent mutants. By the manual checking of these mutants, these FOM and SOM are equivalent mutants.
The results of the tested program example are reported in two tables: Tables 5(A) and 5(B) that present information comparison between the tested program example and its mutants using initial random data (R) and new data (N) generated by DSE. The mutant is called ''killed'' when its information is different from the tested program information and ''alive'' mutant otherwise. In addition, Tables 6(A) and 6 (B) present the mutants classification.
From Tables 5 and 6 , the MuClipse generated 52 FOMs which are manually classified into 41 ''killed'' mutants and 11 ''equivalent''. When applying our algorithm, we found 11 ''equivalent'' and 41 ''killed'' that are classified into ''Naïve'' and ''Normal ''. Also for SOMs, the number of SOMs is 26 which are classified manually into 2 ''equivalent'' and 24 ''killed'' mutants. After execution of our algorithm, these mutants are classified automatically into 2 ''equivalent'' and 24 ''killed''. We noted from these results that using SOMs approaches [18] reduces in the number of equivalent mutants to less than half and applying DSE is able to detect approximately 100% of both of the examined first-and second-order equivalent mutants in this tested program example.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the competence of our study in classifying the mutants and detecting equivalent mutants, we compare our results with the manual results and with the previous results [21] as in section IV.B.4. The empirical results of our study illustrate that our technique can classify mutants automatically into killed (normal and naïve) and alive (equivalent and strong). In addition, it decreases the number of SOMs mutants to less than half compared with FOMs see Table 7 . Besides, it identifies approximately 94% of EM that manually detected where our algorithm automatically detected 224 ESOMs from 238 ESOMs that analyzed manually. This percentage is considered a high percentage comparing with the previous results of Kintis, and Malevris [21] which can detect approximately 70% of equivalent mutants.
1) GENERATING FOMs AND SOMs
We used 14 tested programs between small-sized programs with one class and large-sized programs with many classes and lines of code. We first apply all traditional-level mutation operators of the MuClipse tool on each tested program to generate the FOMs. After generating FOMs, we apply the SCWR Algorithm [18] to generate SOMs for these FOMs. We record the number of FOMs and SOMs for each program and the reduction ratio of SOMs comparing with FOMs in Table 7 . The results given in Table 7 showed that the number of SOMs is reduced by approximately 50% comparing to number of FOMs.
2) CLASSIFYING SOMs MANUALLY
Generating SOMs by SCWR Algorithm [18] reduces the number of mutants by a high percentage (app. 50%) and this reduction leads to a reduction in the number of the EM. In this stage, we manually classify SOMs into ''killed'' and ''Equivalent''. The results given in Table 8 show that 238 ESOMs were manually detected of a total of 5577 SOMs.
3) CLASSIFYING SOMs AUTOMATICALLY
We classify in this stage SOMs automatically by our DEM-DSE algorithm. The empirical results are recorded in Table 9 . Our algorithm classifies mutants into ''alive'' mutants which are classified into ''equivalent'' and ''strong'' and ''killed'' mutants which are classified into ''normal'' and ''naïve'' depending on the rules described in section IV. The results illustrated that our algorithm is able to classify SOMs and detects ESOMs. Our technique classifies the 5577 SOMs mutants into 224 equivalent mutants, 98 strong mutants, 2187 normal mutants, and 3068 naïve mutants (Table 9 ).
4) EVALUATE THE EFFECTIVENESS oF OUR DEM-DSE TECHNIQUE
In this stage, we evaluate our technique based on the manual results and the previous results [21] . Table 10 shows the ratio of the detected ESOMs comparing with the manually analyzed ESOMs. The results in Table 10 and Figure 7 show that our technique is able to detect 224 ESOMs from 238 ESOMs analyzed manually. In other words, our technique is more effective than others in detecting ESOMs that manually analyzed by a percentage of 94%. This percentage is high compared with the previous techniques in [21] such that the previous approach [21] detected the ESOMs with approximately 70% of the examined equivalent mutants. In addition, the DEM-DSE technique detects 100% of equivalent mutants for 9 of the 14 subject programs. From the above discussion, one can conclude that the EM problem can be handled as a static analysis problem or as a dynamic execution based problem. Nica and Wotawa [43] and Pan [42] used static analysis to handle this problem. While in our work, we handled this problem as a dynamic execution problem. We recommend other researchers to do more work in this area using dynamic execution because it overcomes many challenges of static analysis.
The proposed method executes the target program against randomly generated test values. Then, it collects the set of covered constraints. By solving the complementary constraints (where, x >= y is the complementary constraint of x < y) of the collected ones, the method can find new test values that cover the complementary path of the covered path. By iterating this process, all branches of the target program will be covered.
C. THREATS TO VALIDITY 1) EXTERNAL VALIDITY
The key external threat to validity is applying dynamic symbolic execution to real programs because of the complication of the path constraints that are hard to be solved. This problem can be eventually overcome using powerful constraints solver. Furthermore, control flow dependence and state explosion can be external threats to validity. Therefore, the impacts of control flow dependence and state explosion on the proposed method will be studied in future work. Besides, the subject programs are small-sized programs and are not large enough to argue that these programs are sufficiently representative of the overall population of programs. Although these programs are of small size, these programs have been used in several previous experimental studies and they have identical constructions as the large-sized programs. Therefore, the suggested method has the capability to address the large-sized or real programs.
2) INTERNAL VALIDITY
The key internal threats to validity is the construction of stillborn mutants. Although we manually discarded these mutants, this procedure is a time-wasting procedure and could be inaccurate.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a new technique for detecting the equivalent mutants. This technique is a combination of second-order mutation testing and dynamic symbolic execution technique. The aim of this technique is detecting the equivalent mutants automatically instead of manual detection. This leads to a reduction in the time and effort which are consumed in manual detection. Using second-order mutation testing helped in decreasing the number of mutants to less than half and therefore the number of equivalent mutants is reduced. Also, using a dynamic symbolic execution technique helped in detecting the equivalent mutants and classifying the mutants to killed (which are classified into normal or naïve) or alive (which classified into equivalent or strong). The results proved that the proposed technique is an effective technique in detecting approximately 94% of equivalent mutants that were determined manually. This percentage is a high percentage comparing with the previous EM detecting techniques [21] , [22, [26] . In addition, the DEM-DSE technique detects 100% of equivalent mutants for 9 of the 14 subject programs. In the future work, we will focus on using dynamic symbolic execution for generating test data for killing higher-order mutants. Besides, the future work will study the impacts of control flow dependence, state explosion, stubborn mutants, and dominator mutants on the proposed method. MOHEB R. GIRGIS received the B.Sc. degree from Mansoura University, Egypt, in 1974, the M.Sc. degree from Assuit University, Egypt, in 1980, and the Ph.D. degree from the University of Liverpool, England, in 1986. He is currently an Associate Professor with Minia University, Egypt, where he is also a Professor. His research interests include software engineering, information retrieval, genetic algorithms, and networks. He is a member of the IEEE Computer Society.
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